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Abstract 
The route-flow-nonuniqueness problem is a well-known limitation of user-equilibrium (UE) traffic assignment. The concerned 
maximum entropy user equilibrium solution is stable and repeatable that could make a plausible reference point, but is not 
sufficient in many cases. It is an improvement of exploring all solutions by constructing the range of UE route flow solutions. In 
this paper, based on the range of UE route flow solutions (ROUE), all route flow solutions can be divided into several ranges 
according to their constitutions. We provide two new ways to analyze the range of UE route flow solutions, which are then used 
in different practical applications. By dividing the range of UE route flow solutions, sensitivity of the equilibrium traffic network 
is analyzed in different ranges. Solutions from the same range have the same effect on sensitivity analysis. So the traditional 
constraints for route flow solution in sensitivity analysis can be promoted to conditions for route constitutions, and finally define 
a domain for all feasible solutions. In addition, the range of UE route flow solutions is used to construct an optimization model 
for identifying the best reference route flow for bus line configuration. We also get the unique route flow solution can be 
obtained according to our model. From the numerical experiment, we found bus frequency on each line should refer to the route 
flows. The acquired route flow solution may also be useful for locations of other traffic facilities or implementation of overall 
traffic management. 
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1. Introduction 
The user equilibrium (UE) route choice principle states that, in a traffic network, travelers seek to choose the 
route with the minimum travel time, so used routes of any OD pairs have the same travel time which is not larger 
than that on any unused route. The UE principle was put forward by Wardrop (1952) and the equivalent 
mathematical programming model was given by Beckmann et al. (1956). Since then, UE route choice has gradually 
established its sound theoretical foundation and holden an advantage in practical applications. However, Bar-Gera et 
al. (2007) provide a well-known limitation of the UE principle that UE is not sufficient to determine route flows 
uniquely, which is to the disadvantage of many practical applications that require additional information about the 
flows along complete routes from origin to destination, such as select link analysis, deriving origin-destination flows 
in a subregion from a regional model, choosing locations for facilities of a specific type and so on.  
How should we deal with the huge number of UE route flow solutions, and which is the perfect one? There are a 
lot of questions to answer, but it seems that little has been done. Rossi et al. (1989) thinks the maximum entropy 
user equilibrium (MEUE) route flow solution is the most likely pattern among all. Larsson et al. (2004) 
demonstrates three UE route flow solutions generated respectively by Frank-Wolfe, disaggregate simplicial 
decomposition (DSD), and DSD with entropy maximization. Bar-Gera et al. (1999, 2006, 2010, 2012) discuss a lot 
about the nonuniqueness in UE route flows, and designs algorithm to get the MEUE.  
To date, most researches on UE route flows seem focused on the MEUE solution. Entropy maximization 
provided by Bar-Gera (2006) implies a condition termed “proportionality”, which is nearly equivalent to entropy 
maximization. Bar-Gera et al. (2012) also do some research on it, they find that the condition of proportionality 
states that the same proportions apply to all travelers facing a choice between a pair of alternative segments (PASs), 
regardless of their origins and destinations, where a segment is defined as a sequence of one or more links. Lu (2010) 
verified that the MEUE solution is stable and repeatable that it can be a plausible reference point for other UE 
solutions. However, the MEUE solution does not mean an all-purpose solution. Every single practical application 
should have its own best solution, and the entire range of UE route flow solutions should also be explored. 
In this paper, the range of UE route flow solutions (ROUE) is constructed with a retroactive method from the 
equilibrium traffic network. Then the ROUE is researched in two ways, namely division and optimization, as listed 
below. 
(a) Divide the ROUE into several ranges according to certain characters, constitutions of route flows for example. 
Route flow solutions in the same range share similar properties. In this part, ROUE division is applied to sensitivity 
analysis of equilibrium traffic network, researching the effect of route flows on the final sensitivity results. 
(b) Combine the ROUE with research objects and search for the most suitable route flow solution. In this part, a 
research of finding the best reference route flows for bus line settings is studied, and the corresponding optimization 
model is constructed based on the ROUE for the best solution in this certain case. 
The next section formulates a capacity restrained model of user equilibrium. In section 3, a retroactive method, 
which dissects constraints of route flows in UE, is presented to obtain the expressions of the ROUE. A numerical 
example demonstrates the procedure of constructing the ROUE for a typical UE transportation network. In section 4, 
two new ways of researching the ROUE are put forward combined with different practical applications. By dividing 
the ROUE, sensitivity of the equilibrium traffic network is analyzed in different ranges. And in searching for the 
best reference route flows for bus line settings, an optimization model is constructed based on the ROUE. 
Conclusions and suggestions for further research are presented in section 5. 
2. The User-equilibrium Model 
We denote a transportation network with ( , )G N A , in which N  is the set of all nodes and A  is the set of all 
links. Sheffi (1985) propose the traffic equilibrium model with congested flows, it can be formulated as the 
following mathematical programming:  
 
 
0
min ( ) ( )a
x
a
a
z x t w dw ¦³  (1) 
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where wkf  represents flow on route k  between OD pair w  and is denoted by f in vector form; 
wq  represents 
demand between OD pair w  and is denoted by q  in vector form; ax  represents flow on link a  and is denoted by 
x  in vector form; ac  represents capacity of link a  and is denoted by c  in vector form; akG  is link/route incidence 
indicator, 1 if link a  is on route k  and 0 otherwise, akG  is denoted by '  in vector form; ( )at Z  is the link cost 
function, and usually employs the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) function.  
3. Range of User-equilibrium Route Flow Solutions 
3.1. Relation between Route Flows and Link Flows 
In an equilibrium traffic network, link flow is the sum of route flows that pass through the link, as shown in Eq. 
(4). We denote Eq. (4) in vector form as follows: 
 
 x= f'  (6) 
 
The values of matrix '  can be input according to Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Values of Matrix ' . 
routes  
links 1
f  2f   mf  
1x  11G  12G   1mG  
2x  21G  22G   2mG  
     
nx  1nG  2nG   nmG  
3.2. Relation between Route Flows and OD Demands 
In an equilibrium traffic network, the sum of route flows between the same OD pair equals the demand of the OD 
pair, as shown in Eq. (2). We set a parameter matrix /  and rewrite Eq. (2) in vector form as follows: 
 
 q= f/  (7) 
 
The values of matrix /  can be input according to Table 2. 
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Table 2. Value of Matrix / . 
Routes 
OD pairs 1
f  2f   mf  
1OD  11N  12N   1mN  
2OD  21N  22N   2mN  
     
tOD  1tN  2tN   tmN  
 
Here, similar to the link/route incidence indicator akG , wkN  is the OD/route incidence indicator, 1 if route k  is 
between OD pair w  and 0 otherwise, and wkN  is denoted by /  in vector form. 
3.3. Constraints of Route Capacity 
In an equilibrium traffic network, link flows must be non-negative and also limited to link capacities, as shown in 
Eq. (5). Similarly, route flows passing through a group of links are restricted by capacities of all these links, during 
which we can simply pick the minimum one.  
 
 0 , min ( 1, ) ,w w wk k k a akf c c c a A w kGd d      (8) 
 
Here, wkc  represents capacity of route k , which equals the minimum capacity of all the links on route k .  
3.4. Analysis of the Range of User Equilibrium Route Flow Solutions 
According to the analysis above, we could define the ROUE with several equalities and inequalities as follows: 
 
 
x=Af
q= f
0 , min ( 1, ) ,w w wk k k a akf c c c a A w kG
­° /®° d d    ¯
 (9) 
 
We can also spread the equations of vector form as follows: 
 
1 11 1 12 2 1
1 1 2 2
1 11 1 12 2 1
1 1 2 2
0 , min ( 1, ) ,
m m
n n n nm m
m m
t t t tm m
w w w
k k k a ak
x f f f
x f f f
q f f f
q f f f
f c c c a A w k
G G G
G G G
N N N
N N N
G
­    °°°    °°    ®°°°    ° d d    °¯
 (10) 
 
In an equilibrium network, link flows and OD demands are acquired and unique, incidence indicators are known, 
only the route flows are variables. 
Pay attention to the subscript of parameters in the Eq. (10). There are n t  equations and m  unknowns. We 
assume that during the n t  equations there are s  effective ones. Then s  must be no more than n t . 
 
 s n td   (11) 
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The reason why the solution of f  is not unique is that the number of effective equations, denoted by s , is 
smaller than that of unknowns, denoted by m . 
 
 m st  (12) 
 
Only if m equals s , the UE model has the unique route flow solution.  
The degree of freedom, denoted by g , can be found. 
 
 = -g m s  (13) 
 
The equalities and inequalities in Eq. (10) can be simplified, and in the ROUE, route flows can exist in three 
forms. In the first form, route flows are settled. In the second form, there are g  route flows varying in continuous 
ranges, which can be used as free variables. In the last form, route flows are determined by the g  free variables 
from the second form.  
3.5. Numerical Examples 
In this section, a simple network is used to demonstrate the ROUE. The example network is shown in Fig. 1, 
including four links, three nodes, and three OD pairs.  
 
1 2 3
1
2
3
4
D
O
2 3
1
2
600 400
ü 600
link
1
2
10 600
17 500
3
4
9 800
60 400
f
at ac
 
Fig. 1. The network, OD demands, and parameters of the network 
 
In this small network, we can easily list all the available routes between all OD pairs and get the entire link/route, 
OD/route incidence matrices. And we assign the traffic flows on the network and get prepared for constructing the 
ROUE. The final states of links in the equilibrium network are shown in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. States of Links in the Equilibrium Network. 
link flow link travel time multiplier Link cost 
1 600 11.50 5.57 17.07 
2 200 17.07 0 17.07 
3 800 10.35 33.15 43.50 
4 200 60.56 0 60.56 
 
We can list a system of equations: 
 
1 6
2 6
3 6
4
5
6
400
200
200
200
600
0 200
f f
f f
f f
f
f
f
 ­°  °°  °®  °°  ° d d°¯  
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By observing the ROUE, we find that flows on route 4f  and 5f  are settled; while route 6f  varies in the range of 
[0,200] ; and flows on route 1f , 2f  and 3f  are linearly decided by route 6f . In fact, the degree of freedom is one 
and the ROUE of this small network is controlled by a one-dimensional range.  
4. Applications of the ROUE 
In this part, the ROUE is applied to two practical applications separately in sections 4.1 and 4.2.  
4.1. The Impact of Route Flow Solutions on Sensitivity Analysis of Equilibrium Traffic Network 
4.1.1. Sensitivity Analysis  
In this research, we derive the sensitivity analysis formula for the UE model employed by Yang (1995). 
Combine Eq. (5) with Eq. (6), we get a new expression of route flow f  and link capacity c  in vector form: 
 
 f-c 0' d  (14) 
 
Based on Eq. (1), (7) and (14), the Lagrangean can be defined by: 
 
 
0
[x(f),u,d] ( ) u (q-Λf ) d ( f-c)ax T Ta
a
L t x dx   '¦³  (15) 
 
Here, u  is a vector of all OD travel times; d  is a vector of multipliers; other parameters are consistent with 
section 2. 
For f f   and (x,u,d) (x ,u ,d )   , the first-order Kuhn-Tucker conditions are satisfied. And in Eq. (16), W  is 
a vector of route cost. 
 
 τ Λ u d 0T T '    (16) 
 f q 0/    (17) 
 f c 0'    (18) 
 
Let the Jacobian matrix of Eq. (16) - (18) with respect to (f ,u,d)  be denoted as 1J  and with respect to (τ,q,c)  as 
2J . The partial derivatives of (f ,u,d)  with respect to (τ,q,c)  are given by: 
 
 > @ 11 2
f τ
u = J J q
d c
d d
d d
d d

ª º ª º« » « »« » « »« » « »¬ ¼ ¬ ¼
 (19) 
 
Consider the link flow/route flow relation function x= f' , and the link cost/route cost relation function tTW  ' , 
the partial derivatives of (x,u,d)  with respect to (t,q,c)  can be obtained: 
 
 
11 12 13
21 22 23
31 32 33
x - J - J J t
u = -J -J J q
d -J -J J c
T
T
T
d d
d d
d d
ª º' ' ' 'ª º ª º« »« » « »'« »« » « »« »« » « »'¬ ¼ ¬ ¼¬ ¼
 (20) 
 
Eq. (20) is the general expression of link flows, OD travel times and multipliers with respect to a variety of 
perturbation parameters (link travel times, OD demands and link capacities). 
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In the sensitivity analysis model, there is a potential rank defect problem of matrix 1J . We need a route flow 
solution f   which should ensure that the matrix 1J  has an inverse matrix, so the sensitivity analysis is able to 
proceed successfully. 
Tobin and Friesz (1988) proposed a restriction approach to select a nondegenerate extreme point from all UE 
route flow solutions. In a similar way, Yang (1995) constructed a restricted system of equations to select route flows 
that satisfy the conditions for sensitivity analysis. The common concern is to find a unique set of solution that meets 
the conditions.  
Actually, a certain unique solution may not be indispensable; we care more about the integrant routes in the 
model. Based on the ROUE, all route flow solutions can be divided into several ranges according to their 
constitutions. Solutions from the same range have the same effect on sensitivity analysis. So the traditional 
constraints for route flow solution in sensitivity analysis can be promoted to conditions for route constitutions, and 
finally define a domain for all feasible solutions. 
4.1.2. Numerical Examples 
In this section, we divide the ROUE of the network shown in Fig. 1 and analyse its sensitivity in different ranges. 
Divide the ROUE gotten in section 4 into three ranges according to route constitutions. While 6 0f  , the 
solutions are made up of five routes 1 2 3 4 5( , , , , )f f f f f ; while 6 (0,200)f  , there are six routes 1 2 3 4 5 6( , , , , , )f f f f f f ; 
while 6 200f  , there are fore routes 1 4 5 6( , , , )f f f f . 
(1) In the range of 6 0f   
With the sensitivity analysis model in section 5.1.1, we can calculate the values of matrix 1J , and finally obtain 
the results of sensitivity analysis as is shown in Table 5. 
 
1
0.01 0 0.01 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0.0013 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0.01 0 0.0167 0 0.0067 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0.0113 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0.0067 0 0.0067 0 0 1 0 1
J
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0




  
 

ª º« »« »« »« »« »« »« »« »« »« »« »« »« »« »¬ ¼  
 
        Table 4. Results of Sensitivity Analysis ( 6 0f  ). 
output parameter 
link travel time OD demand link capacity 
1t  2t  3t  4t  1q  2q  3q  1c  2c  
1x  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
2x  0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 1 
3x  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4x  0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 
1u  0 1 0 0 0.0013 0 -0.0013 -0.0013 0.0013 
2u  0 0 0 1 0 0.0113 0.0113 0 -0.0113 
3u  0 -1 0 1 -0.0013 0.0113 0.0126 0.0013 -0.0126 
1d  -1 1 0 0 0.0013 0 -0.0013 -0.0113 0.0013 
2d  0 -1 -1 1 -0.0013 0.0113 0.0126 0.0013 -0.0193 
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(2) In the range of 6 (0,200)f   
In the same way, we obtain the sensitivity analysis results. 
 
        Table 5. Results of Sensitivity Analysis ( 6 (0,200)f  ). 
output parameter 
link travel time OD demand link capacity 
1t  2t  3t  4t  1q  2q  3q  1c  2c  
1x  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
2x  0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 1 
3x  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4x  0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 
1u  0 1 0 0 0.0013 0 -0.0013 -0.0013 0.0013 
2u  0 0 0 1 0 0.0113 0.0113 0 -0.0113 
3u  0 -1 0 1 -0.0013 0.0113 0.0126 0.0013 -0.0126 
1d  -1 1 0 0 0.0013 0 -0.0013 -0.0113 0.0013 
2d  0 -1 -1 1 -0.0013 0.0113 0.0126 0.0013 -0.0193 
The results shown in Table 7 are the same as Table 5.  
(3) In the range of 6 200f   
We find that matrix 1J  is irreversible and the sensitivity analysis is not able to proceed. 
 
1
0.01 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0.0067 0.0067 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0.0067 0.0067 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
J
ª º« »« »« »« »« »« » « » « »« »« »« »« »¬ ¼  
 
When the route flow solution is chosen from the range of 6 [0,200)f  , sensitivity of the equilibrium traffic 
network can be analysed successfully, and there is no divergence of the final results, while sensitivity analysis is not 
able to proceed with a solution from the range 6 200f  . 
Traditional constraints for route flow solutions in sensitivity analysis may not be so precise. The concept of 
feasible domain should be introduced. That is to say, route flow solutions from several ranges, or several kinds of 
route flow solutions, are suitable for sensitivity analysis.   
4.2. Reference Route Flows for Bus Line Configuration 
4.2.1. Route Flow Solution Optimization Model  
A good scheme of bus line configuration should first meet the traffic demand and second cost as little as possible. 
All the solutions in the ROUE can afford the first goal, so we can focus on the second one. As the setup cost 
increases with the number of bus lines, we choose the route flow solution that involves the fewest routes and take 
dispersion degree of route flows as the optimization goal. The route flow solution optimization model can be 
constructed as follows: 
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max ( )
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m j
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1 1 2 2
1 11 1 12 2 1
1 1 2 2
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   ­°°°    °    °°®°    ° d d°°°° d d¯
 (22) 
It’s a nonlinear maximum problem of linear constraints and belongs to the category of linear programming. 
Notice that the optimization model is constructed according to the specific problem researched in this section and it 
may alter in other cases.  
4.2.2. Numerical Examples 
The network shown in Fig. 1 of section 3 would still be used for convenience. And we can list the particular 
optimization model of this small network: 
 
21
1
( )
max ( )
t
i
i
m j
j
q
f
mu f
m
 
 

 
¦
¦
 
 
s.t. 
1 6
2 6
3 6
4
5
6
400
200
200
200
600
0 200
f f
f f
f f
f
f
f
 ­°  °°  °®  °°  ° d d°¯  
 
Thus a unique route flow solution can be obtained:  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6( , , , , , ) (600,0,0,200,600,200)
T Tf f f f f f   
 
With a maximum objective value: 
 
max ( ) 62222.2u f   
 
According to the results, in this small network, at least four bus lines should be set respectively along route 1f , 
4f , 5f , 6f . Bus frequency on each line can refer to the route flows. The acquired route flow solution may also be 
useful for locations of other traffic facilities or implementation of overall traffic management. 
5. Conclusion 
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This paper presented a retroactive method for researching the nonuniqueness of UE route flows. The ROUE was 
constructed, and based on it, two new ways of researching route flow solutions were put forword which were then 
used in different practical applications. A numerical example was presented to demonstrate the method. Based on 
the results, certain applications were presented, such as the impact of UE route flow solutions on sensitivity analysis 
of equilibrium traffic network, and the best reference route flows for bus line configuration. It was shown that the 
new methods are useful and meaningful. 
The research in this paper is just an attempt to deal with UE route flow solutions in new ways. For future research, 
it would be necessary to apply it to an actual network. Also some technique should be developed in order to pick up 
all routes that can be used in a large-scale equilibrium transportation network. And to apply the new methods to 
other specific types of analysis would also be interesting.  
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